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Geography

Practising rapid recall of multiplication and division facts will 

continue to help your child at school. Please remind your child to 

use TT Rockstars for fun interactive learning. Talk to your child 

about their local area and work with your child on home school 

activities on SeeSaw. 

As part of this topic the children 

will be looking at their immediate 

local area. We will be making 

comparisons between village and 

city life in Herefordshire. The 

children will undertake map work, 

comparing key features and 

attractions of the local area. 

The children will be exploring teeth and 

the digestive system. We will look at 

the basic functions of the digestive 

system and the teeth.  We will also 

construct and interpret a variety of food 

chains, identifying producers, predators 

and prey. 

To begin with the children will 

continue their learning with 

multiplication and division. Year 3s 

will be multiplying and dividing by 3, 

4, and 8. Year 4s will do the same for 

3, 6, 9 and 7 timestables.  We will 

then move into length, perimeter and 

area work. 

This half term we will look at how 

festivals and family life show what 

matters to Jewish people. 

Visits 

 
To enhance the children’s learning they 

will be visiting Hereford and touring local 

attractions within the City. 

They will also visit Canon Pyon Church 

and a local farm. 

Rev. Anne will join us to discuss her life 

devoted to the church. 

This term the children will be learning the 

skills of Netball. 

The children will be appreciating 

and comparing the music from 

great local composers and 

musicians commenting on tempo, 

dynamics, pitch and timbre. 

Music 

 

Art and Design 

RE& PSHE 

           How can you help? PE 

The children will be looking at the work of Paul Cezanne as his art 

work was based on his local area. The children will develop their 

sketch books, sketching local buildings using different pencils, use 

watercolours to paint local landscapes in the style of local artisits 

and as well as paint the famous, local to Canon Pyon, 

Herefordshire cows. 

This term the children will be writing their own setting 

description as a letter. We will be reading ‘Winter’s Child’ by 

Angela McAllister. During this writing process we will look at the 

grammatical techniques of paragraphing, inverted commas, noun 

phrases and fronted adverbials. Our second book will be 'How to 

Live Forever’ by Colin Thompson where we will explore 

instructional writing. 


